ARCHITECTURE DISCIPLINE

I need my space

S O C I A L D I S TA N C I N G

Social Distancing …. the New Normal
Researchers from Harvard’s School of Public Health, modeling the spread of
covid-19 in the United States, in a recent paper have said that “prolonged or
intermittent social distancing may be necessary into 2022.” That means we
have to prepare for a world in which there is no cure and no vaccine for a
long time. At some point though COVID-19 will be vanquished. And the
mankind shall hope to return to the ‘normal’. Social distancing though is
here to stay. That it will change our way of life in some ways forever is a reality that is inevitable. The way we dwell, our proxemic behaviour (the use of
space) and its impact on interpersonal communication, and the way we organise ourselves in personal, social and public spheres; the post-pandemic
‘normal’ is bound to emerge with new rules. Some of which will probably
persist long after the crisis has ended. Some of which shall repattern our
engagement with, and within, the existing spatial structures. Shall make us
reorganise the existing spatial structures. Shall necessarily make us rethink,
redefine and explore design of newer syntactic compositions that can accommodate the socio-economic emergences.

PROXIMITY CONTROL

I Need My Space....
In a world-re-shaped by the current pandemic, the aphorism oft stated in a
stressed situation to emphasize the discomfort with the encroachment of ‘personal’ space, may become a new norm. Post the current situation we will surely re-visit the social space (work spaces, institutional spaces, social event gatherings etc.)
and the public space (recreational spaces - retail spaces, recreational spaces and
events, etc.) but with a sense of vigil, awareness and a guarded navigation, lest
someone comes too close to us or we happen to be too close to people around
us. In all probability, the new normal might entail a considerable number of strategies around intrusion definitions and proximity ‘control’ in our existential circles.

While the world at the moment is grappling with ways to control and deal with the
pandemic emergences both social and economic, the lessons of this time also
lead us to deliberate on more ‘humane’ and ecological technologies to lay the
foundations of emergent future. We need to predict, design and create new
applications and products that shall ease our re-habitation into the new normal.
ARCHITECTURE DISCIPLINE launches an initiative to look into the post pandemic
emergent space and a discursive engagement in the future proxemics through a
series of prototypical creations that shall ease our re-habitation into the new
normal.

the sChoker
Smart Social Distancing Neckbrace

Design of the sChoker is inspired by the choker, a close-fitting necklace worn
around the neck by the women and men in various cultures and tribes across the
world e.g. neck ring chokers wore by Ndebele tribe of Africa or white / silver neck
bracelets worn by Rajasthani women in India. The choker in many cultures was not
just an accessory but had deep-rooted associations in the rituals, and symbolised
‘belongingness’ and even identity of the particular culture.
In its technical assemblage the sChoker in this first version makes use of simple
thermal sensors (PIS sensors) to detect close animate presence and inform the
host so that he can ‘distance’ appropriately, while still maintaining privacy and
anonymity. Ergonomically designed a circular ring allows mounting of the PIS
sensors to cover 360 degrees view angle and wearing it around the neck (the
straightest part of human body while moving) allows sensing without obstruction.
Future versions though could make use of nano-sensors and could also integrate
AI and ML for mapping and pattern derivations.

For its acceptance as a mainstream affordable wearable accessory and not just an
elusive gadget, the first prototype shall be made in forged carbon fibre making
use of 3d printing technology or CNC moulding. Latter versions though could
integrate also materials including velvet, plastic, beads, latex, leather, or metal,
such as silver, gold or platinum, etc. They can be adorned in a variety of ways,
including with sequins, studs, or a pendant.
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Thermal Radiation
Wavelength frequency
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Dangerous levels of proximity.
Zero Tolerance zone
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How does it work?
Technically the proximity moinitoring is integrated follows 3 simple steps:















































SENSE ......
Sensing in the sChoker brace works through a PIR/PID sensor (passive infrared
sensor/ passive infrared detector). PIR is made of a pyroelectric senser and an
optical reflective lens. The sensor passively recieves and detects infrared radiations that emanate from body temperature of the animate objects (human body /
animals) in its field of view. As the ‘intruder’ moves in the calibrated range* of PIR,
it passively receives infrared radiation and focuses on the lens causing the pyroelectric device to generate an electrical signal.
*The surface temperature of the human body is 27-36 ° C, and most of its radiant energy is concentrated in the wavelength range of 8-12 um.

M A P & E VA LUAT E . . . . .
The sChoker has an integrated microprocessor chip that is programmed to map
the multiple receptions, and process the map through a simple code that sorts the
wavelength readings, callibrates them on the proximity scale and and converts
into a proximity value 0 or value 1 or value 2, based on the intensity of the wavelength.
Proximity Monitoring Diagram shown explains the trigger and the evaluation parameters that are
integral to the proximiity code.

I N D I C AT E . . . . .
The indicating device is the primary communicator to the host. The values
recieved and calibrated are converted to an output signal by the microprocessor
and relayed to the indicating device, an alerting system, as a visual signal (LED
with RGB indication) or an audio signal. This device could either mounted within
the sChoker assembly or integrated in an external smart device (smart watch /
smart phone) that could be spoken to via bluetooth.

Choker Assembly Design
Product Hardware
•
Flexible
Base
mount band (150
mm x 15mm) made
in metal / wood /
silcon with a slotted
adjustable extension
strap.

STRAP

Minimum height of the band will be 15 mm

Flexible Base mount band (150
mm x 15mm) made in metal /
wood / silcon with a slotted
adjustable extension strap.

Integrated Microprocessor chip
(15 mm x 0.5 mm)

Passive Infrared Sensor (PIS)
(11 mm x 8 mm)

• Integrated Microprocessor chip
• 3 -6 PIS Sensors of
approved
make
depending on optical
lens
angle
(Like
P a n a s o n i c
Grid-EYE®, an 8x8
(64) pixel infrared
array sensor with
thermal grid sensing
technology.)
• Integrated battery
(6V operating voltage
source)
with
a
charger port.
• Bluetooth device
• Flexible Cover
Band designed as per
the dimensions of the
mount band.

Cover design as per user

• Indicator LED

Disclaimer: This is a prototype design at the initial stages of its
development that has been proposed at the moment as a
discursive thought. The proposed prototype is in testing phase has
not been physically produced.

